Abstract -A hybrid control method for telerobotic systems the continuous-time system will be the robot and its which considers simultaneously the control and decision-making continuous controller. By contrast, the discrete event system issues is presented in this paper. Telerobotic system is a typical will be a high-level, abstract decision-maker which issues hybrid system which contains both continuous-time and discrete commands to the continuous-time system. event dynamics. Specifically, the robot can be considered as a continuous-time system modeled customarily by differential Although r ca be analyze ad ined equations or difference equations, and the human operator systematically and much progress has been made in hybrid whose function is to generate commands for robot located in the framework, the limitations of sensors and computer remote side, however, can be modeled by an automaton. As a intelligence prohibit the use of completely autonomous result, telerobotic system is a heterogeneous system and the systems. It is still true that not all events can be considered heterogeneity can be characterized by the fact that humans are within off-line task scheduling. Many unexpected events in intelligent while robots are fast, powerful and accurate. From the automatically controlled process can be handled only by point of view of control, a hybrid framework is of key human operators [5] . A combination of human intelligence importance for the study of such a system. In this paper, the with the mechanical abilities of robotic systems would make specific problems to be discussed include developing a robot adaptable. As a result, human/machine cooperation framework in which both the robotic system and the human b operator can be modeled simultaneously, and introducing how to becomes an especially interesting research topic. A truly apply this framework in a real teleoperated manipulator system. intelligent system should be able to work in conjunction with The main contribution of this paper is the development of a people [6] . Telerobotic systems can be considered as a kind of mathematical model which incorporates human intervention into typical human/machine cooperation system. In [7] , dynamic an autonomous control model. models for human operators have been obtained. However, human operators are not like autonomous controllers which Index Terms -Hybrid control, Telerobotic systems, Hybrid can be used to produce almost all kinds of control inputs. In system telerobotic systems, robots work tirelessly, faster, more powerfully, and more accurately than human operators, while human operators are more intelligent and more adept than A robot is an apparatus or device that can be programmed robots, play the role of command generators and can produce to perform tasks of manipulation under automatic control. The quick decision according to various feedback information. ultimate objective of robotics research is to develop
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The robot is a continuous-time system and can be modeled by autonomous robot systems which can be used to do some differential equations. By contrast, the decision process of daily works people would not like to do, especially those that human operators is characterized by a discrete event system. are fatiguesome. During the past few decades robotics As a result, hybrid control theory should be used to model and technology has been applied to more and more fields. In order control telerobotic systems involving human operators. It is to enhance the ability for robotic system to deal with also pointed out in [2] [8] , Hybrid [1] . This kind of systems is known as hybrid control systems.
systems theory is applied to design the supervisory control in Generally, the addition of an analysis and decision-making order to detect when force and position thresholds are capability to the control system greatly increase its flexibility; overcome and when the communication between the local and many individual controllers can be designed for different plant the remote stations are interrupted. A new idea for modeling operating points and they can be switched as needed as the and control of robotic teleoperation has been introduced based operating point changes [2] . Usually, a hybrid dynamic system on hybrid Petri nets theory in [9] . However, all of these consists of a discrete event system interacting with a attempts did not take the operator into account. The major continuous-time system. The discrete event system is a difficulty in using hybrid control theory for modeling, analysis decision maker or controller and operates at an abstract level,
and design of such a telerobotic system involving human The continuous-time system is the actual plant executing the operators is how to model the human operators. In this paper decisions of the discrete event system [3] [4] . For our purpose, 1-4244-0529-7/06/$20.OO ©C2006 IEEE discrete event system theory will be adopted to model the such events, the operator can select an appropriate control human oprators' dynamics.
input so that the robot can operate properly. This article is organized as follows. In section II, we give As a result, telerobotic systems are hybrid systems, and a hybrid model for telerobotic systems involving robot and human operator's dynamics, to a large extent, belongs to the human operator. We then discuss the implementation of the discrete event dynamic behavior and should be modeled by hybrid framework in a real teleoperated manipulator system in discrete event system. The following subsection will give a section III. Section IV presents the experimental results on the hybrid model for telerobotic systems. proposed hybrid framework. Conclusions and future works B. A Hybrid Modelfor Telerobotic Systems are summarized in section V.
The hybrid framework for telerobotic systems can be divided into three parts as shown in Fig. 2 human sense and ability to work with manipulator in a remote state set, input set, output set, state transition function and environment. The system consists of five interacting output function respectively. This part of the hybrid subsystems: human operator, master system, communications, framework is intended to contain the entire continuous-time robot system and environment. In general, a typical structure portion of the system, possibly including a continuous-time of telerobotic system is as shown in Fig. 1 .
controller. With respect to the entire system, however, it is the In teleoperation, robotic system can be considered as plant The slave robot system is represented by following continuous-time system and operates under the direction of equations the human operator. It should be noticed that in teleoperation, x(t) = (x (t), u (t)) (1) there is no predefined path and the path is generated in realtime by the operator through master system based on the y(t)= g x(t)) (2) feedback received. As a result, a telerobotic system involving In this hybrid model for telerobotic systems, the human human operators is, in fact, an "autonomous" system. Human operator, who is responsible for monitoring when such events operators play the role of autonomous planners/controllers. as force and position thresholds are overcome and giving rise Traditionally, the planner's reference frame is a time-based to appropriate decisions, is modeled as a discrete event trajectory, the planner gives reference inputs to controllers system. For our purpose, the human discrete event system is a according to time. But the initiation of events is not We adopt the first teleoperation task to show how to use the hybrid framework in a real telerobotic system. For set, state transition and output function respectively. The convenience, only the video information is feed back to the dynamics of the discrete event plant is as follows operator. The task can be illustrated in Fig. 3 . The operator p (k + 1) = (p (k) , e (k) , s (k)) (5) should control the slave robot so that the end effector moves from position a to position j . The slave robot can be controlled in Cartisian frame and moves in three coordinate wherep(k) eP, McEExS, s(k)eS, s(k) contains axis [16] . From 
According to video information from the slave robot, s(k)=-q p (k)y(t) (8) human operator selects desired velocity from a discrete J(8) control input set and sends to the slave robot via master It should be noticed that, unlike autonomous system and internet. The slave robot, however, behaves like an planner/controller which can give rise to control inputs in integrator and can be represented by an abstract model [17] , almost all kinds forms, human operator can only make choice the position of the end effector can be described as follows in a discrete input set. That is to say, human operator's input is (t) = u (t) (9) a piecewise constant signal which may change only when a event occurs. In next section we will give an example to show y(t) = x(t). into a sequence of control phases punctuated by events. For example, as the hand approachs an object it is often driven p (k +1) 2( p (k),X(k)) (11) using position control, but after the hand contact the object, it c (k) p (k) (12) is commanded to maintain control of internal forces. In this example, the sensation of contact is an event that signals the transition from one control phase to the next. Decomposition X z of a task into phases reduces the complexity of the control problem, as a single control law can be applied during each phase [12] [13] [14] . -Analogously, teleoperation task can also be viewed as a -sequence of control phases punctuated by events. For our purpose, the events in teleoperation case are based on the operator's perception on the environment. There are many kinds of information can be used to help operator to make decisions. "Supermedia" is used to describe the collection of all the feedback streams, such as haptic, video, audio, temperature, and so on [15] . When such events as force and position thresholds are overcome or when the communication between the local and remote stations are interrupted or returned, the operator will select an appropriate control input sent from the local station to the slave robot in order to make X d -v -. the robot operate properly. C ,, Teleoperation tasks can be classified into two kinds. One f~g is to move the end effector from its starting point to some target position, the other is to make the robot avoid obstacles. Fig. 3 End effector positioning task in robot teleoperation
The automaton representation of the discrete event plant is
given in Fig. 4 e(k)(k). (14) telerobotic system. The system consists of the human The automaton representation of human discrete event system operator, joystick which is used as the master system, local is given in Fig. 5 .
computer, remote computer, slave robot and two cameras D. Interface design which provides video information for human operator. It A desired velocity is associated with each position in set should be noted that in this system, only video feedback is P as used. From these cameras the operator can obtain position of u(t)=aXk) the end effector relative to the objective to be grasped. Fig.6 u (t) ( tx t p (k)) Jshows the experimental system structure.
The joystick used is a programmable Logitech WingMan, In this system, we use two cameras for video feedback. 
717717Z~~~~7777JJJ~~~~~V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented in this paper a hybrid control framework which can be used to integrate the continuous-time dynamics and the discrete event dynamics coexisting in a system. Hum1 n operator in telerobotic system plays the role of a framework. The research work and experiments in this paper have demonstrated the power of the hybrid dynamic framework for modeling and control of telerobotic systems. In applying the hybrid framework we were able to accomplish complex tasks with relatively simple ideas based on discrete events. It should be noticed that although only the endeffector positioning problem is addressed in this paper, the method can be applied to many field.
